Student:  __________________________
Date:  ____________________________

Class Citizenship Rubric
Character, Curiosity, Commitment, Community
AHS Competency
Exceeds
Expectations

4
Meets
Expectations

3
Approaching
Expectations

2

Needs
Improvement

1

Engagement
Get Involved

Contribution
Communicate

Responsibility
Do the Right Thing

Collaboration and
Respect
Work Together

Student engages in classroom
activities; goes beyond
expectations on tasks; takes
notes. Takes initiative to go
beyond expectations for
independent work.

Student actively contributes to
classroom discussion, but does
not dominate; asks interesting
and appropriate questions.

Student is always prepared
and on time for class; takes
initiative to seek help or
practice skills when needed.

Student takes leadership role in
class; may assist others who need
help.

Student engages in classroom
activities; completes all tasks;
takes notes. Uses class time
effectively for independent work.

Student volunteers to answer
questions and participate in tasks;
asks questions.

Student is almost always
prepared and on time for
class; asks for help from
teacher when needed.

Student raises hand and waits
turn; collaborates well in group
activities; respects the rights and
ideas of other members of the
class.

Student pays attention to lesson
and is on task though may
sometimes need reminders and
redirection from teacher; may
need to be reminded to take
notes. May need prompting to
stay on task for independent
work.

Student answers questions or
participates in tasks when called
on but does not volunteer; does
not usually ask questions.

Student sometimes comes
unprepared for or tardy to
class; may not take initiative
to seek help from teacher
when needed; may need
reminders about homework
and materials; may lose
handouts and need to ask for
replacements.

Student is generally respectful
but may sometimes call out
answers or talk when others are
speaking; participates in group
activities but may sometimes be
distracted from task; usually
shows respect for the ideas and
rights of others.

Student does not pay attention to
lesson; does not take notes; does
not engage in assigned task; may
be engaged in activities not
related to classwork. Does not
use class time for independent
work.

Student will not answer questions
when called on; does not ask
questions or asks inappropriate
questions; may not know place in
text.

Student consistently comes
unprepared for and/or tardy
to class.

Student is disruptive or distracts
others from engaging in lesson;
will not participate in group
activities; may show lack of
respect for the ideas of the
teacher and/or classmates.

Overall Competency:  _________
Self-reflection:

What specific actions can I take to improve my Classroom Citizenship?

